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INTEGRAL POINTS ON ELLIPTIC CURVES
AND 3-TORSION IN CLASS GROUPS
H. A. HELFGOTT AND A. VENKATESH

1. Introduction
We give new bounds for the number of integral points on elliptic curves. The
method may be said to interpolate between approaches via diophantine techniques
([BP], [HBR]) and methods based on quasi-orthogonality in the Mordell-Weil lattice
([Sil6], [GS], [He]). We apply our results to break previous bounds on the number
of elliptic curves of given conductor and the size of the 3-torsion part of the class
group of a quadratic ﬁeld. The same ideas can be used to count rational points on
curves of higher genus.
1.1. Conductors and class groups. Let N be a positive integer. We show that
there are at most O(N 0.22377... ) elliptic curves over Q of conductor N . We also prove
0.44178...
) elements of the class
that, for every
√ non-zero integer D, at most O(|D|
group of Q( D) are 3-torsion. The latter result provides the ﬁrst improvement on
the trivial bound of O(D1/2+ ), whereas the former improves on O(N 1/2+ ), which
follows from the mentioned trivial bound ([BS, Theorem 1]). The new bound on
3-torsion implies that there are at most O(|D|0.44178... ) cubic extensions of Q with
discriminant D (see [Ha, Satz 7]). These results are derived from a new method
of obtaining bounds for the number of integral (or rational) points on curves of
non-zero genus.
These questions have attracted considerable interest; see, e.g., [Du]. A number of
authors have given improved bounds either conditionally ([Wo2]) or in the average
([DK], [Mur], [So]). The problems are intimately linked: the size of 3-torsion can
be bounded above by the number of integral points of moderate height on the
variety y 2 + Dz 2 = x3 , whereas elliptic curves of given conductor correspond to
S-integral points on a ﬁnite collection of elliptic curves of the form y 2 = x3 + C.
The question of the size of 3-torsion is of further interest in view of its connection
to the enumeration of cubic ﬁelds and to upper bounds for the ranks of elliptic
curves.
The techniques in this paper are valid over an arbitrary number ﬁeld. For example, one may show that the number of cubic extensions of a ﬁxed number ﬁeld
K with prescribed discriminant I is  N I 1/2−ρK for some ρK > 0. This can be
deduced without diﬃculty from the methods of this paper: the key result about
point counting, Theorem 3.8, is stated over a number ﬁeld.
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1.2. Points on curves. Let E be an elliptic curve deﬁned over a number ﬁeld K.
Let S be a ﬁnite set of places of K. We wish to bound the cardinality of the set
E(K, S) of S-integral points on E.
Embed the Mordell-Weil lattice E(K), modulo torsion, into Rrank(E(K)) , so that
the canonical height on E is taken to the square of the Euclidean norm. Regard
E(K, S) as a subset of E(K). One way to bound the cardinality of E(K, S) is to
exploit the fact that, in a certain sense, the points of E(K, S) tend to be separated
from each other. This idea is already present in [Sil6], [GS]; let us consider it in
the manner of [He, §4]. After some modest slicing of E(K, S), we see that any
two points on the same slice are separated by almost 60◦ . We can then apply the
best available results on sphere-packing [KL] to obtain a bound on the number of
elements of E(K, S). This bound (Corollary 3.11) improves on [GS] and seems to
be the best to date. Corollary 3.12 improves on a bound of W. Schmidt [Schm].
A major weakness of the relatively naive method discussed thus far is that it
is very sensitive to the rank of the Mordell-Weil lattice. We have used bounds for
sphere-packing problems, and such bounds typically depend exponentially on the
dimension of the ambient space. This makes it diﬃcult to apply to many natural
problems, including that of 3-torsion in quadratic class groups, where one has a
relatively poor bound on the rank of the Mordell-Weil lattice. In general, this
problem will be particularly severe when one is bounding the number of points on
E(K, S) below a certain height h0 , where h0 is comparable to the “height of E,”
i.e., the logarithm of the largest coeﬃcient in a Weierstrass equation of E.
Our key idea to overcome this obstacle is to exploit a certain feature of the geometry of high-dimensional Euclidean spaces, namely, the fact that the solutions to
certain special types of packing problems depend relatively weakly on the dimension
of the ambient space. More precisely, consider the question: how many vectors can
one pack into the unit sphere on Rn such that the angle between any two is ≥ θ? It
is not diﬃcult to see (see remark after Proposition 3.7) that one can give an upper
bound independent of n when θ > π/2. We will exploit a related but considerably
deeper feature, namely, that this phenomenon persists (in a much weakened form)
when θ < π/2: for θ = π/2 − α the work of Kabatjanskii and Levenshtein gives an
upper bound, for small α, of the form exp(α2 log(α−1 )n). The critical feature here
is that the constant α2 log(α−1 ) depends sublinearly on α.
We shall exploit this feature by introducing a costly type of slicing of E(K, S),
which allows us to increase the angle of 60◦ and thus lowers the bound per slice
sharply; we can see the amount of slicing as a parameter to be optimized. This
slicing is carried out as follows: we choose an auxiliary prime p and partition
E(K, S) into the ﬁbers of the reduction map E(K, S) → E(Fp ); the size of p is our
free parameter.1
The result obtained from 90◦ +  is the same as what arises from [BP], modulo
the diﬀerence between the canonical and the naive height. (This is no coincidence;
as we will see, the similarity between the two underlying procedures runs deep.)
We then show that the results depend continuously on the angle, and that 90◦ is a
locally suboptimal choice in the interval [60◦ , 90◦ ]. Thus we will be able to make a
1 The fact that this type of partitioning increases the angle is an instance of a very general
phenomenon: rational points on an algebraic variety repel each other more strongly if they are
forced to be p-adically close. This is already visible for integers: if x, y ∈ Z are distinct, one has
|x − y| ≥ 1, but if x, y are congruent mod p, one has |x − y| ≥ p.
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better choice within the interval, thus obtaining a result better than the canonicalheight analogue of [BP], and, in general, better than the pure bounds as well. It is
only thus that we are able to break the h3 (D)  D1/2 barrier.
The same ideas can be applied to bounding the number of rational points (or
integer points) up to a certain height on curves of higher genus. This matter is
discussed further in [EV], where it is shown how to improve in certain contexts on
the exponent 2/d occurring in the work of Heath-Brown [HBR] and Elkies [El]. We
have therefore provided in the present paper only a sketch of how to extend these
methods to that case; see Section 5.
1.3. Relation to other work. The techniques known up to now for bounding integral points on elliptic curves did not suﬃce to improve on the estimates O(N 1/2+ )
and O(D1/2+ ). Our method, like many results in Diophantine approximation, uses
the fact that integer points that are v-adically close tend to repel each other. One
may see the same underlying idea in the works of Bombieri and Pila ([BP]) and of
Heath-Brown [HBR]; for a discussion of the parallels between their methods and
those in the present paper, see the remark at the end of subsection 3.3.
Independently and simultaneously, L. B. Pierce has proved a bound on h3 (D)
that breaks D1/2 . Pierce’s bound is h3 (D)  D27/56+ , in general; for D with certain divisibility properties the bound improves to h3 (D)  D5/12+ . The methods
in [Pi] are quite diﬀerent from those in the present paper; they are based on the
square sieve.
2. Notation and preliminaries
2.1. Number ﬁelds and their places. Let K be a number ﬁeld. We write OK
for the ring of integers of K, IK for the semigroup of ideals of OK , Cl(OK ) for the
class group of K, MK for the set of all places of K, and MK,∞ for the set of all
inﬁnite places of K. We write NK/Q a for the norm of an ideal a ∈ IK . By a prime
we will mean either a ﬁnite place of K or the prime ideal corresponding thereto.
Let v be a non-archimedean place of K, Kv the completion of K at v, and p the
prime of Q below v. We denote by v(x) : Kv∗ → Z the valuation, normalized as
usual to be surjective, and we shall normalize the absolute value | · |v : Kv∗ → R so
that it extends the usual value | · |p of Q. Thus, for x ∈ Kv∗ , |x|v = p−v(x)/ev , where
ev is the ramiﬁcation degree of Kv over Qp .
Given a set of places S ⊂ MK , we write OK,S for the ring of S-integers. An
S-integer is an x ∈ K with v(x) ≥ 0 for v ∈
/ S ∪ MK,∞ . We write M (S) for the
product of all ﬁnite places in S, seen as ideals.
By G[l] we mean the l-torsion subgroup of a group G. Deﬁne h(K) = # Cl(OK ),
hl (K) = #(Cl(OK )/ Cl(OK )l ) = #(Cl(OK )[l]). (By #A we mean the cardinality
of a set A.) The number of prime ideals dividing an ideal a ∈ IK is denoted by
ωK (a). If a ∈ Z, we may write ω(a) instead of ωK ((a)).
Given a place v of K, we let

1 if v is inﬁnite,
(2.1)
γv =
0 if v is ﬁnite.
We further set dv = [Kv : Qp ] where p is the place of Q below K; in particular,
dv = 2 or 1 when v is complex or real, respectively.
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If R is an integral domain with quotient ﬁeld K and M is an R-module, we write
rankR (M ) for the dimension of M ⊗R K over K.
For every r ∈ R, we deﬁne
log+ r = log(max(r, 1)).
Given x ∈ K, we deﬁne its height
(2.2)



hK (x) =

dv log+ (|x|v )

v∈MK

and its absolute height
(2.3)

h(x) =

1
hK (x).
[K : Q]

2.2. Elliptic curves. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld K. Given a
ﬁeld L ⊃ K, we use E(L) to denote the set of L-valued points of E. (Thus E(Q)
is the set of rational points of an elliptic curve deﬁned over Q.) We take E to be
given by a Weierstrass equation
(2.4)

E : y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a6 ,

where a1 , . . . , a6 ∈ OK . By j(E) (resp. ∆(E)) we mean the j-invariant (resp.
discriminant) of (2.4). We write x(P ), y(P ) for the x- and y-coordinates of a point
P ∈ E(K) other than the origin. Given a set of places S ⊂ ML , we denote by
E(L, S) the set of S-integral points, i.e., points with S-integral coordinates:
E(L, S) = {P ∈ E(L)\{0} : x(P ), y(P ) ∈ OL,S }.
As usual, we write ĥ for the canonical height on E, deﬁned on all points of E(K).
The canonical height ĥ is a positive deﬁnite quadratic form2 on the abelian group
E(K), or, by restriction, on E(K). It allows itself to be expressed as a sum of local
height functions λv : E(Kv ) → R as follows:
ĥ(P ) =


1
1
dv λv (P ).
ĥK (P ) =
[K : Q]
[K : Q]
v∈MK

Local height functions are canonically deﬁned up to an additive constant; we
follow the conventions in [La, Chapter VI], and [Sil, Chapter VI], which make local
heights independent of the model. Note that λv (P ) = λv (−P ) for every place v and,
in particular, λv (P1 − P2 ) = λv (P2 − P1 ) for any place v and any P1 , P2 ∈ E(Kv ).
We recall that an elliptic curve E over a non-archimedean local ﬁeld K is said
to have potentially good reduction if it admits a model with good reduction in some
extension of K. We say that E has potentially multiplicative reduction if it does
not have potentially good reduction; this occurs precisely when the j-invariant of
E is not integral. See [Sil2, Chapter VII].

2 Where “positive deﬁnite” is taken to mean “mapping non-torsion elements to positive
numbers.”
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3. Integral points on elliptic curves
3.1. Uniform quasi-orthogonality. Integral points on elliptic curves tend to repel each other; so do rational points on curves of higher genus. A classical formulation of the latter fact is due to Mumford [Mu]; the former phenomenon can be seen
to surface in [Sil6] and [GS]. In order to go further, however, we must quantify this
repulsion in a fashion that is more uniform and more ﬂexible than those available
to date.
As in [GS], we will use local heights. Roughly speaking, we wish to establish a
result of the form λv (P − Q) ≥ min(λv (P ), λv (Q)). Although this is not quite true
at places of bad reduction or at the archimedean places, it is true if we subdivide
E(Kv ) into a fairly small number of slices and ask that P, Q lie in the same slice;
see Lemmas 3.1–3.3. One feature of these lemmas is that they provide somewhat
sharper results in the region where λv (P ) ≤ 0 than elsewhere; this will eventually
be signiﬁcant in dealing with points of small (global) height. We can then prove
the quasi-orthogonality result in Proposition 3.4. In words, it asserts that integral
points are quite far apart from each other in the Mordell-Weil lattice, and, moreover,
forcing two integral points to be congruent modulo some ideal of OK forces them
even further apart in the Mordell-Weil lattice.
It should be remarked that if one is willing to accept an extra factor of size
about (1 + m)m in Theorem 3.8, where m is the number of places of potentially
multiplicative reduction, the proofs that follow can be considerably simpliﬁed. In
this context, note that y 2 = x3 + D has in fact m = 0, so this weaker version would
suﬃce for the applications in Section 4. Indeed, for the applications of Section 4,
it is not diﬃcult to avoid local heights completely: since we deal with the curves
y 2 = x3 +D, one may use the fact that they are all twists of y 2 = x3 +1 to prove the
required special cases of Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.8 in an elementary fashion
(cf. [He, Lemma 4.16].
Lemma 3.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over a non-archimedean local ﬁeld Kv with
potentially good reduction. Let P1 , P2 ∈ E(Kv ) be two distinct points. Then
λv (P1 − P2 ) ≥ min(λv (P1 ), λv (P2 )).
Proof. Pass to an extension Lw of Kv on which E acquires good reduction. Choose
a Weierstrass equation for E over Lw such that v(∆) = 0. Then λv (P ) = λw (P ) =
+
1
2 log (|x(P )|w ). The statement follows therefrom by direct computation. (Alternatively, use the deﬁnition of the local height in terms of the canonical ﬁltration.) 
Lemma 3.2. Let E be an elliptic curve over a non-archimedean local ﬁeld Kv with
potentially multiplicative reduction. Then, for any suﬃciently small  > 0, there is
a partition
(3.1)

E(Kv ) = Wv,0 ∪ Wv,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wv,nv , nv  | log |,

such that for any two distinct points P1 , P2 ∈ Wv,0 ,
λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ min(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )) and λ(P1 ), λ(P2 ) ≥ 0,
and for any two distinct points P1 , P2 ∈ Wv,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ nv ,
λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − ) max(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )),
λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )).
The implied constant is absolute.
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Proof. The elliptic curve E is isomorphic, over an algebraic closure Kv , to a Tate
curve Eq for some q ∈ Kv∗ satisfying v(q) = −v(j), where j = j(E) is the j-invariant
of E; see [Sil, Chapter V].
There is a natural composition
α

βv : E(Kv ) → E(Lw ) → E(Lw )/E0 (Lw ) → R/Z → [0, 1),
where Lw /Kv is the minimal extension such that E acquires split multiplicative
reduction over Lw , and the map α is given by α(t) = v(t)/v(q) on the Tate curve.
(See [La, pp. 68–69]; cf. [GS, p. 270].) For every P ∈ E(Lw ),
1
λ(P ) = − B2 (βv (P )) log |q|w − ι(P ) log |π|w ,
2
where w is an extension of v as above, π is a uniformizer of w, B2 (t) = t2 − t + 1/6,
ι(P ) = 0 when P ∈
/ E0 (Lw ), and, if P ∈ E0 (Lw ), ι(P ) is the largest integer ι such
that P ∈ Eι (Lw ), where
E(Lw ) ⊃ E0 (Lw ) ⊃ E1 (Lw ) ⊃ · · ·
is the canonical ﬁltration of E(Lw ). (See [La, pp. 68–70]; cf. [GS, p. 270].) Clearly
ι(P1 − P2 ) ≥ min(ι(P1 ), ι(P2 )).
If βv (P1 ) = βv (P2 ) = 0, it follows that λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ min(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )). Deﬁne,
then, Wv,0 = {P ∈ E(Kv ) : βv (P ) = 0}. It remains to partition {P ∈ E(Kv ) :
βv (P ) = 0}. Partition (0, 1/2] into sets U0 , U1 , . . . , Um , where m = log3/2 (6/) :
U0 = (0, /12], Um = ((3/2)m−1 /12, 1/2],
Uj = ((3/2)j−1 /12, (3/2)j /12],

1 ≤ j < m.

Note that B2 (t) is decreasing on t ∈ [0, 1/2]. Suppose t1 , t2 both belong to Uj
and t1 ≥ t2 . If j = 0, we have
(3.2)

B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ B2 (/12) ≥ 1/6 − /12 = (1 − )B2 (0) + /12
> (1 − 2)B2 (0) + /12.

If j ≥ 1, then u ≤ t2 ≤ t1 ≤ 3u/2, where u = (3/2)j−1 /12. Then
(3.3)

B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ B2 (u/2),
B2 (u/2) ≥ (1 − )B2 (u) + /12,

B2 (u/2) ≥ (1 − 2)B2 (u) + /12.

(The last two inequalities are proved in two cases according to whether B2 (u) ≥
1/12 or B2 (u) < 1/12. In the former case we have B2 (u/2) ≥ B2 (u) = (1−)B2 (u)+
B2 (u) ≥ (1 − )B2 (u) + /12 > (1 − 2)B2 (u) + /12. In the latter case, u > 1/11
and B2 (u/2) − B2 (u) > 1/30; in particular B2 (u/2) − (1 − )B2 (u) − /12 ≥ 1/30 +
B2 (u)−/12. Since B2 (u) ≥ −1/12, it follows that B2 (u/2)−(1−)B2 (u)−/12 ≥
1/30−/6 ≥ 0, where we assume  < 1/5; similarly, B2 (u/2)−(1−2)B2 (u)−/12 ≥
1/30 − /4 ≥ 0, where we assume  < 2/15.)
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain3
B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ (1 − ) max B2 (tj ) + /12,
(3.4)

j=1,2

B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max B2 (tj ) + /12
j=1,2

3 The

term /12 in the displayed equation will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
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for all t1 , t2 ∈ Uj , 0 ≤ j ≤ m, where t1 ≥ t2 . Deﬁne
Wv,2j+1 = {P ∈ E(Kv ) : βv (P ) ∈ Uj },
Wv,2j+2 = {P ∈ E(Kv ) : βv (−P ) ∈ Uj , βv (P ) = 1/2}
for 0 ≤ j ≤ m. We set nv = 2m + 2 and we are done.



Lemma 3.3. Let E be an elliptic curve over C. Then, for any suﬃciently small
 > 0, there is a partition
(3.5)

E(C) = W0 ∪ W1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wn , n  −2 | log |2 ,

such that for any two distinct points P1 , P2 ∈ Wj , 0 ≤ j ≤ 5,
(3.6)

λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − ) min(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )) and λ(P1 ), λ(P2 ) ≥ 0,

and for any two distinct points P1 , P2 ∈ Wj , 6 ≤ j ≤ n,
(3.7)

λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − ) max(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )),
λ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max(λ(P1 ), λ(P2 )).

The implied constant in (3.5) is absolute.
u

Proof. There is an isomorphism E(C) → C/(Z + τ Z) for some τ √in the usual
fundamental domain of SL2 (Z)\H.
 especially that (τ ) ≥ 3/2. Write
 Note
u(P ) = uP,1 + τ uP,2 , uP,1 , uP,2 ∈ − 12 , 12 . Deﬁne q = e2πiτ , qu (P ) = e2πiuP —note
√
that |q| ≤ e−π 3 . The local height is given by
(3.8)

1
λ(P ) = − B2 (uP,2 ) log |q| − log |g0 (qu (P ))|,
2

where
(3.9)

g0 (t) = (t − 1)

∞


(1 − q n t)(1 − q n t−1 )

n=1

and B2 (t) is as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. (See, e.g. [Sil, Chapter VI, Theorem
3.4]) We partition [0, 1/2] into sets U0 , U1 , . . . , Um as in the same proof. For the
present proof we adjoin 0 to U0 , since Lemma 3.2 partitions only (0, 1/2).
Whenever t1 , t2 , with t2 ≤ t1 , belong to the same set Uj , one obtains
B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ (1 − ) max B2 (tj ) + /12,
(3.10)

j=1,2

B2 (t1 − t2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max B2 (tj ) + /12
j=1,2

as in (3.4), where we assume  < 2/15.
Let P1 , P2 ∈ E(C). Since λ(P ) = λ(−P ), we may assume 0 ≤ uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 ≤
1/2 without loss of generality. Let A be the annulus {z : |q|1/2 ≤ |z| ≤ 1}; thus
)∈A.
whenever 0 ≤ uP,2 ≤ 1/2, we have qu (P
√
π 3
1
In view of (3.10) and − 2 log |q| ≥ 2 > 2, it will suﬃce (see (3.22)) to partition
A into sets V0 , V1 , . . . , Vm such that
− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − ) min (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|) − /6,
(3.11)

j=1,2

0 ≤ uP2 ,2 , uP1 ,2 ≤ /12,

λ(P1 ), λ(P2 ) ≥ 0
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if uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 and qu (P1 ), qu (P2 ) ∈ Vj for some j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and
− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − ) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|) − /6,
(3.12)

j=1,2

− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − 2) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|) − /6
j=1,2

if uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 and qu (P1 ), qu (P2 ) ∈ Vj for some j ∈ {3, 4, . . . , m }.
The region near z = 1. Let Dbig = {δ ∈ C : |δ| ≤ 1/2}, Dsmall = {δ ∈ C : |δ| ≤
1/8}. Note (1 + Dsmall ) · (1 + Dsmall )−1 ⊂ 1 + Dbig .
For t = 1 + δ, δ ∈ Dbig ,
− log |g0 (t)| = − log |t − 1| −

∞


log |1 − q n (t + t−1 ) + q 2n |

n=1

(3.13)
= − log |δ| − 2

∞


log |1 − q n | + O(|δ|2 ).

n=1
√
−π 3

(Here we use the fact that |q| ≤ e
.) Thus, for any δ1 , δ2 ∈ Dsmall with
arg(δ1 /δ2 ) ∈ [− π3 , π3 ],
(3.14)
 

∞


1 + δ1 

=
−
log
|δ
−
δ
|
−
2
log |1 − q n | + O(max(|δ1 |, |δ2 |))
− log g0
1
2
1 + δ2 
n=1

≥ min (− log |g0 (1 + δj )|) + O(max |δj |).
j=1,2

j=1,2

We can thus deﬁne the sets
Vk = z ∈ A : |1 − z| ≤ κ0 , arg(1 − z) ∈ −

π
π
π
π
+ k, − + (k + 1)
2
3
2
3

,

where k = 0, 1, 2 and κ0 is small enough so that (a) O(maxj=1,2 |δj |)√in (3.14) is
less than /6 in absolute value when |δj | ≤ κ0 , (b) | log |1 − κ0 ||/(π 3) ≤ /12,
and (c) − log |g0 (1 + δ)| ≥ 0, for any q, whenever |δ| ≤ κ0 . The conditions in (3.11)
are then satisﬁed.
The region near z = 0. We will partition the region {z ∈ A : |z| ≤ κ} for some
constant κ.
For t ∈ A we have the bounds
∞

∞




n−1/2
n+1/2
2n
n
n −1 
(1 − |q|
− |q|
− |q| ) ≤ 
(1 − q t)(1 − q t ) ,


n=1
n=1
∞

(3.15)
∞

 


(1 − q n t)(1 − q n t−1 ) ≤
(1 + |q|n+1/2 )(1 + |q|n−1/2 ).



n=1

n=1

In particular, there is an absolute constant κ1 such that, if t ∈ A and |q|1/2 ≤ κ1 ,
∞




−/18
n
n −1 
≤
(1 − q t)(1 − q t ) ≤ e/18 .
(3.16)
e


n=1

We will eventually choose κ ≤ κ1 , so that if |q|1/2 > κ1 , then |z| > κ1  for all
z ∈ A and the set {t ∈ A : |t| < κ} is empty. We may therefore assume that
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|q|1/2 ≤ κ1  and that (3.16) holds. Now, for any t ∈ A such that e−/18 ≤ |t − 1| ≤
e/18 ,

∞






n
n −1 
(3.17)
| − log |g0 (t)|| = − log |t − 1| − log 
(1 − q t)(1 − q t ) ≤ /9.



n=1

For k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, let
Vk+2 =



z ∈ A : |z| ≤ κ2 , arg(z) ∈

(k − 1)π kπ
,
3
3


,

where κ2 is an absolute constant such that e−/18 ≤ |z − 1| ≤ e/18 for |z| ≤ κ2 .
Suppose P1 , P2 ∈ E(C) are such that 0 ≤ uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 ≤ 1/2 and qu (P1 ), qu (P2 ) ∈
Vk+2 for some 1 ≤ k ≤ 6. Then qu (P1 − P2 ) belongs to A and satisﬁes
|qu (P1 − P2 ) − 1| ≤ 1.
Then (3.16) shows that − log |g(qu (P1 −P2 ))| ≥ −/18. Combining this with (3.17),
we obtain
− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − ) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|) − /6,
(3.18)

j=1,2

− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − 2) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|) − /6
j=1,2

for P1 , P2 ∈ E(C) with u(P1 ), u(P2 ) ∈ Vk+2 . We set κ = min(κ1 , κ2 ) and we are
done.
The remaining region. It remains to partition the region R = {z ∈ A : |z| >
κ, |1 − z| > κ0 }.
By virtue of (3.9) and (3.15), if qu (P ) ∈ A , then − log |g(qu (P ))| diﬀers from
− log |qu (P ) − 1| by an absolutely bounded constant. In particular, there are absolute constants c1 , c2 , c3 such that, for any c < 1,
(3.19)

− log |g0 (qu (P  ))| ≥ − log(c) + c1

whenever qu (P  ) ∈ A , |qu (P  ) − 1| ≤ c, and
(3.20)

c3 ≤ − log |g0 (qu (P ))| ≤ − log() + c2

for all P ∈ R. By (3.19) and (3.20), we may choose a suﬃciently small (absolute)
constant c such that
(3.21)

− log |g0 (qu (P  ))| ≥ −(1 − ) log |g0 (qu (P ))|,
− log |g0 (qu (P  ))| ≥ −(1 − 2) log |g0 (qu (P ))|

for all P , P  with qu (P ) ∈ R, qu (P  ) ∈ A , |qu (P  ) − 1| < c.
Now, for any P1 , P2 with qu (P1 ), qu (P2 ) ∈ R, 0 ≤ uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 ≤ 1/2 and

 


 

 log qu (P1 )  ,  log qu (P1 )  ≤ c ,



qu (P2 )
qu (P2 ) 
2
we have |qu (P1 − P2 ) − 1| < c. Hence it is enough to partition log(R) into
squares of side c/2. Since log(R) is contained in the rectangle [log(κ), 0] × [−π, π],
there are O(−2 | log |) such squares. Their images under exp partition R into sets
V9 , V10 , . . . , Vm , with m  −2 | log |. We have qu (P1 −P2 ) ∈ A , |qu (P1 −P2 )−1| ≤
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c if P1 , P2 ∈ Vk , 0 ≤ uP2 ,2 ≤ uP1 ,2 ≤ 1/2 for some 9 ≤ k ≤ m . By (3.21), we may
conclude that, for P1 , P2 ∈ E(C) with u(P1 ), u(P2 ) ∈ Vk , 9 ≤ k ≤ m , we have
− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − ) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|),
j=1,2

− log |g0 (qu (P1 − P2 ))| ≥ (1 − 2) max (− log |g0 (qu (Pj ))|),
j=1,2

which certainly imply (3.12).
Conclusion. Let u2 : E(C) → (−1/2, 1/2] be the map P → uP,2 . We partition
E(C) into the sets
−1
−1
−1
u−1
2 (Ui ) ∩ qu (Vk ), u2 ({x ∈ −Ui : x = 0, −1/2}) ∩ (−qu (Vk )),

(3.22)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ m . The inequality 0 ≤ uP2 ,2 , uP1 ,2 ≤ /12 in (3.11)
−1
ensures that u−1
2 (Ui ) ∩ qu (Vk ) = ∅ for k = 0, 1, 2, i = 0. We deﬁne W0 , . . . , W5 to
be the sets in (3.22) arising from 0 ≤ k ≤ 2, i = 0, and W6 , W7 , . . . , Wm to be the
other non-empty sets in (3.22).

Proposition 3.4. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld K, given by
a Weierstrass equation (2.4). Let S be a ﬁnite set of places of K, including all
inﬁnite places and all primes dividing the discriminant of E.
Let P1 , P2 ∈ E(K, S) be two distinct S-integral points. Let  be suﬃciently small.
Assume that P1 and P2 belong to the same set Wv,i for every inﬁnite place v and
every place v of potentially multiplicative reduction (see (3.1), (3.5)). Furthermore,
suppose that


(3.23)
dv |λv (P1 ) − λv (P2 )| ≤  max
dv λv (Pj ),
j=1,2

v∈T

v∈T

where T = {v ∈ S : λv (P1 ) ≥ 0 and λv (P2 ) ≥ 0}. Let I be an ideal of OK not
divisible by any primes in S. Assume that P1 and P2 have the same reduction4
modulo I . Then
log(N I )
.
ĥ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max ĥ(Pj ) +
j=1,2
[K : Q]
Proof. For every ﬁnite place v of good reduction, λv (P ) ≥ 0 (by, e.g., [La, Theorem
VI.4.3] or [Sil, Theorem VI.4.1]). Hence


dv λv (P1 − P2 ) +
dv λv (P1 − P2 ).
ĥK (P1 − P2 ) ≥
v∈S

v ﬁnite
v(I )>0

By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, together with (3.23),


dv λv (P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − )
dv min (λv (Pj ))
v∈T

≥ (1 − )

v∈S−T

j=1,2

v∈T



v∈T

dv λv (P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − 2)

dv max (λv (Pj )) −  max
j=1,2



v∈S−T

j=1,2



dv λv (Pj ),

v∈T

dv max (λv (Pj )).
j=1,2

4 Under the stated assumptions on E and I , there is a well-deﬁned reduction map E(K) →
E(OK /I ).
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Note that maxj=1,2 v∈T dv λv (Pj ) ≤ v∈T dv max(λv (P1 ), λv (P2 )). Thus


dv λv (P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − 2) max
dv λv (Pj ).
j=1,2

v∈S

v∈S

Since x(P1 ), x(P2 ) are S-integers and S contains all inﬁnite places and all primes
dividing the discriminant of E, we see that
λv (Pj ) =

1
log+ (|x(Pj )|v ) = 0
2

for v ∈
/ S.
It remains to consider λv (P1 − P2 ) for v ﬁnite, v(I ) > 0. Let pv be the corresponding prime ideal of OK and nv its multiplicity in I . The point P1 −P2 is not O,
but it is mapped to the origin when reduced modulo pnv v . Hence v(x(P1 − P2 )) ≤
−2nv . Therefore λv (P1 − P2 ) ≥ nv e−1
v log(pv ), where pv is the rational prime
is
the
ramiﬁcation
degree of Kv over Qp . We note that
lying
under
v
and
e
v

−1
d
n
e
log(p
)
=
log(N
I
)
to
conclude.

v
v
v
v
v(I )>0
3.2. Slicing and packing. We will use Proposition 3.4 to give an upper bound
on the number of S-integral points on the curve E : y 2 = x3 + d. Any application
of quasi-orthogonality leads fairly naturally to a bound of the form
# of integer points on E  C rank(E)+#S ,

(3.24)

for some constant C (see [GS]). However, in applications such as estimating the
size of 3-torsion, the size of C is crucial; if C is too large, one does not recover even
the trivial bounds on 3-torsion. One may optimize the bound by applying sphere
packing (cf. [He]); in order to make this approach particularly eﬀective, we ﬁrst
partition the set of integer points on E and then apply sphere-packing bounds to
each part separately.

For x = (xi )1≤i≤n ∈ Rn , we set |x|1 = 1≤i≤n |xi |. Let d(x, y ) = |x − y |1 be the
associated metric on Rn . Let R≥0 = {z ∈ R : z ≥ 0}.
Lemma 3.5. Let c1 , c2 be positive
numbers, 0 <  < 1/2, n a non-negative
real
n
integer. Let S = {x ∈ Rn≥0 : c1 ≤ i=1 xi < c2 }. Then there is a subset T ⊂ Rn≥0
and an explicit, absolute constant C > 0 such that
#T ≤ C n −(n+1) (1 + log(c2 /c1 ))

(3.25)

and the 1 -balls B(P, |P |1 ), for P ∈ T , cover all of S.
Proof. The idea is to slice S into a union of regions where |x|1 is almost constant
and then to consider the points on a lattice in each of these regions.
Since we may replace  by /2, it suﬃces to cover S by balls B(P, 2|P |1 ). Let
z be the largest integer no greater than z. For x = (xi )1≤i≤n ∈ Rn , we set
2 /c1 )
x = (xi )1≤i≤n . Deﬁne M = log(c
log(1+) . Set
T =


0≤m<M

c1 (1 + )m
{y ∈ Zn≥0 : n(−1 − 1) ≤ |y |1 < n(1 + −1 )}.
n

Then T has the required property: given x ∈ S, set




log(|x|1 /c1 )
nx
m(x) =
.
, y(x) =
log(1 + )
c1 (1 + )m(x)
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m(
x)


Then P = c1 (1+)
y (x) belongs to T . Moreover, P satisﬁes d(x, P ) ≤ 1−
|P |1 ≤
n
n
2|P |1 , by virtue of the fact that d(z , z) ≤ n for any z ∈ R . It remains to estimate
#T :



log(c2 /c1 )
#T ≤ 1 +
· #{y ∈ Zn≥0 : n(−1 − 1) ≤ |y |1 ≤ n(1 + −1 )}
log(1 + )


log(c2 /c1 ) (n(1 + −1 ) + n)n
.
≤ 1+
log(1 + )
n!


The result follows by Stirling’s formula.

We will need lower bounds on the canonical height. Note that there are strong
bounds for the number of points of moderately low height [Da]; such bounds could
be used in place of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld K. There is an
absolute constant 0 < κ < 1 such that, for every non-torsion point P ∈ E(K),
ĥ(P ) > κm+[K:Q] max(1, h(j)),
where m is the number of places of K where E has potentially multiplicative reduction and j = j(E) is the j-invariant of E.
Proof. By the proof of the theorem in [Sil4, §4]; see also [Sil5, Theorem 7].



We shall use the remarkable bounds of Kabatjanskii and Levenshtein.
Proposition 3.7. Let A(n, θ) be the maximal number of points that can be arranged
on the unit sphere of Rn such that the angle ∠P1 OP2 between any two of them and
the origin is no smaller than θ. Then for 0 < θ < π/2,
1 + sin θ 1 − sin θ
1 − sin θ
1
1 + sin θ
log2 A(n, θ) ≤
log2
−
log2
+ o(1),
n
2 sin θ
2 sin θ
2 sin θ
2 sin θ
where the convergence of o(1) → 0 as n → ∞ is uniform and explicit for θ within
any closed subinterval of (0, π/2). In particular, for θ = π/3, we have
1
log2 A(n, θ) ≤ 0.40141 . . . .
n
Proof. See [KL]; cf. also the expositions in [Le] and [CS, Chapter 9].

(3.26)

Remark. For ﬁxed θ > π/2, the function A(n, θ) is bounded above independently
of n: given k unit vectors v1 , v2 , . . . , vk separated by angles of θ or more,
0 ≤ v1 + · · · + vk , v1 + · · · + vk  ≤ k + k(k − 1) maxvi , vj 
(3.27)

i=j

≤ k + k(k − 1) cos(θ).

It may hence not be surprising that the derivative of the right side of (3.26) is
zero for θ = π/2. This qualitative feature is, in fact, the crucial ingredient in our
bound on 3-torsion. In our application, we will apply (3.26) with a θ that we will
have some freedom in choosing. As θ decreases, the increase in the right-hand side
of (3.26) will be oﬀset by a decrease in “cost” linear in θ. In the neighborhood of
π/2, therefore, it will always be advantageous to decrease θ slightly.
We shall put this idea into practice in the following way. We shall partition the set
of integral points on an elliptic curve so that any two points P, Q in the same part are
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separated by an angle of at least θ in the Mordell-Weil lattice. We will then apply
(3.26) to bound the number of points in each part. (We can do the same for rational
points on curves of higher genus; see Section 5.) The bounds that correspond to
θ = π/2 will correspond (at least in cases where one can bound the diﬀerence
between canonical and naive heights) to the “uniform” bounds of Bombieri and Pila
and of Heath-Brown. Reducing θ slightly, under favorable circumstances, gives an
improvement.
The agreement between the output of this method and the results of [BP] and
[HBR] is no coincidence: see the remarks after Theorem 3.8.
3.3. Bounding integral points. In the theorem that follows, the reader might
wish to ignore the dependence on S in a ﬁrst reading. The theorem asserts, in
approximate language, that the number of points in E(K, S) of height up to h0
is bounded above by et[K:Q]h0 +(β(t)+)r , where r is the Mordell-Weil rank. Here
t ∈ [0, 1] is a free parameter that will be optimized in applications: the basic idea
is that if r is small compared to h0 , it is advantageous to take t small, whereas in
applications where r might be very large, we take t close to 1. This optimization
process is formalized in Corollary 3.9.
Roughly speaking, the proof of the theorem proceeds, in words, as follows. We
partition the points of E(K, S) into points mod I , where I is a suitable ideal
in OK with norm about et[K:Q]h0 . Proposition 3.4 shows that—after some slight
reﬁnement of this partition—the points belonging to the same part are very wellseparated in the Mordell-Weil lattice. We then apply sphere-packing bounds in the
form of Proposition 3.7 to each part separately. The term et[K:Q]h0 arises from the
number of parts, whereas the term eβ(t)r arises from the sphere packing bounds
applied to each part. We ﬁnally note that the purpose of most of the auxiliary
lemmas on previous pages is to help us carry out the “slight reﬁnement” mentioned
above.
Theorem 3.8. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld K deﬁned by a
Weierstrass equation (2.4). Let S be a ﬁnite set of places of K, including all
inﬁnite places and all primes dividing the discriminant of E.
Then, for every h0 ≥ 1 and every choice of t ∈ [0, 1], the number of S-integer
points of E(K) of canonical height up to h0 is at most


(3.28)
O,[K:Q] C s −2(s+[K:Q]) s[K:Q] (1 + log h0 )2 et[K:Q]h0 +(β(t)+)r ,
for every suﬃciently small , where r is the rank of E(K) as a Z-lattice, s is #S,
C is an absolute constant,
1 + f (t) 1 − f (t)
1 − f (t)
1 + f (t)
log
−
log
,
2f (t)
2f (t)
2f (t)
2f (t)
(3.29)

(1 + t)(3 − t)
f (t) =
.
2
for t ∈ [0, 1). We set β(1) = 0.
β(t) =

Proof. We ﬁrst carry out a very mild partitioning (i.e., into very few parts) of
E(K, S) so that any two points in the same part have comparable canonical height.
Applying Proposition 3.6, we see that one can cover the set {P ∈ E(K, S) : ĥ(P ) ≤
h0 } by  −1 (log(h0 ) + s) sets of the form {P ∈ E(K, S) : hi ≥ ĥ(P ) ≥ (1 − )hi }.
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It therefore suﬃces to prove the bound (3.28), with (1 + log h0 )2 replaced by (1 +
log h0 ), just for the set of points P satisfying (1 − )h0 ≤ ĥ(P ) ≤ h0 .
Suppose ﬁrst that t = 0. Let S be the set of places of Q below S. If X =
max( eth0 , (#S)1+1/[K:Q] , C[K:Q] ), where C[K:Q] is an appropiately chosen constant, there is a prime p of Q with X ≤ p ≤ 2X and p ∈
/ S. The ideal I of
OK generated by p satisﬁes
log N I
(3.30)
≥ th0 , N I [K:Q] s[K:Q]+1 et[K:Q]h0 .
[K : Q]
The S-integer points of E(K) fall into at most O[K:Q] (N I ) classes under reduction
modulo I .
Let R be the set of all inﬁnite places and all places of potentially multiplicative
reduction. For every v ∈ R, partition E(Kv ) into nv + 1 subsets, where nv is as in
(3.1) for v ﬁnite and nv is as in (3.5) for v inﬁnite, in both cases with /2 instead
of . Consider any tuples (av )v∈R , (bv )v∈R with 0 ≤ av ≤ nv , bv ∈ {0, 1}. Deﬁne
B to be the set of non-torsion points P ∈ E(K, S) such that, for all v ∈ R, (a)
P ∈ Wv,av , (b) λv (P ) ≥ 0 if and only if bv = 1. We will show how to bound the
cardinality of Bh0 = {P ∈ B : (1 − )h0 ≤ ĥ(P ) ≤ h0 }. Combining this with the
fact that the number of sets B is at most
cs0 | log |s+[K:Q] −2[K:Q]

(3.31)

will yield the conclusion.
Let M = (S − R) ∪ {v ∈ R : bv = 1}. Let l : B → RM
≥0 be the map deﬁned by
P → (dv λv (P ))v∈M .
Since λv (P ) < 0 for v ∈ S − M , Proposition 3.6 implies
|l(P )|1 > [K : Q]κs max(1, h(j)).
On the other hand, by [GS, Proposition 3, (1)], we have that

1
dv λv (P ) ≥ − hK (j) − 3[K : Q],
24
v ∈M
/

and thus |l(P )|1 ≤ [K : Q](h0 + 3 + h(j)/24) whenever P ∈ Bh0 . By Lemma 3.5,
we can cover l(Bh0 ) by at most
(3.32)

O(cs1 −(s+1) log(h0 + 1))

balls B(x, 8 |x|1 ) in the metric |·|1 . For P1 , P2 ∈ Bh0 with l(P1 ), l(P2 ) ∈ B(x, 8 |x|1 ),
we have |l(P1 ) − l(P2 )|1 ≤ 4 |x|1 ≤ 2 maxj=1,2 |l(Pj )|1 . Suppose P1 and P2 have the
same reduction modulo I . Then, by Proposition 3.4,
(3.33)

ĥ(P1 − P2 ) ≥ (1 − ) max ĥ(Pj ) +
j=1,2

log(N I )
≥ (1 + t − ) max ĥ(Pj ).
j=1,2
[K : Q]

Embed the Mordell-Weil lattice E(K) modulo torsion into Rrank(E) so as to send
ĥ to the square of the Euclidean height. Since ĥ(P1 ), ĥ(P2 ), ĥ(P1 − P2 ) > 0, the
images Q1 , Q2 ∈ Rrank(E) of P1 and P2 are diﬀerent from each other and from the
origin O. By (3.33) and the fact that ĥ(P1 ), ĥ(P2 ) lie in the interval [(1 − )h0 , h0 ],
. We may now apply the KL bound
the angle ∠Q1 OQ2 is at least arccos 1−t+O()
2
(Proposition 3.7), obtaining that there are at most e(β(t)+O())r · O[K:Q] (1) points of
Bh0 with image in a given ball B(x, 8 |x|1 ) and with prescribed reduction modulo
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I . (The factor O[K:Q] (1) is an upper bound ([Me]) on the number of torsion points
in E(K).) Combining this with our estimates for the number of possibilities for
reduction mod I (3.30), the number of sets B (3.31), and the number of balls
B(x, . . . ) (3.32), we obtain the statement of the theorem.
In the case of t = 0, we proceed as above but without using I .

Remark. Note that t = 0 gives a pure application of sphere-packing, whereas t =
1 recovers a bound of the quality of ch0 (for some constant c) with almost no
dependence on the rank. For our bound on 3-torsion (Theorem 4.2) we will apply
the result with t ∈ (0, 1) optimized; for the result on elliptic curves (Theorem 4.5)
we will apply it with t = 0.
The bound with t = 1 is very closely related to the Bombieri-Pila bound [BP].
To see this, take for a moment K = Q and let E be given by a Weierstrass equation
(2.4). The canonical height of the integral point P = (x, y) on E is given by
+ OE (1); we shall ignore the term OE (1) for the sake of exposition.
ĥ(P ) = log(x)
2
If N is large, then any integral point P = (x, y) on E with |x| ≤ N, |y| ≤ N has in
fact |x|  N 2/3 and thus ĥ(P )  log(N )/3. Then the bound given by Theorem
3.8 shows that the number of such points is at most O(N 1/3+ ), which agrees with
the bound of [BP] in the case of degree 3.
This apparent coincidence is a sign of a deeper parallelism between the two
methods. Suppose one attempts to carry through the proof of Theorem 3.8 with
t > 1. In other words, we choose the auxiliary ideal I to satisfy log(N I ) =
1.000001[K : Q]h0 . In this case, the remark after Proposition 3.7 shows that the
number of integral points on E with height ≤ h0 and reducing to a ﬁxed point
modulo I is bounded independently of the rank of E(K). This is precisely what
[BP] and [HBR] prove, as follows: ﬁrst, let L be a large integer. One constructs a
certain meromorphic function f on E L such that f vanishes to high order along the
diagonally embedded E. If P1 , . . . , PL all reduce to the same point (modulo I ),
then (P1 , . . . , PL ) ∈ E L is I -adically near the diagonal, so f (P1 , . . . , PL ) must be
divisible by a high power of I . On the other hand, its archimedean norm is not
too large; if L and I are chosen correctly, one obtains thus a contradiction.
Remarkably, the same function f also lurks among our methods. If one were to
carry out the proof of Theorem 3.8 with t > 1 as suggested, using (3.27) instead
of sphere-packing, the crucial ingredient is the fact that P1 + · · · + PL , P1 + · · · +
PL
 ≥ 0 for any
points P1 , . . . , PL ∈ E(K). This may be equivalently phrased:
L i Pi , Pi  − {i,j} Pi − Pj , Pi − Pj  ≥ 0, where the latter sum is taken over
unordered subsets {i, j} of size 2.
L

Now the expression (P1 , . . . , PL ) → L i=1 Pi , Pi  − {i,j} Pi − Pj , Pi − Pj 
is a Weil height on E L with respect to a certain divisor D. (Denoting by πi :
E L → E, πij : E L → E 2 the projections onto the ith and ijth factors, for i = j,
and by (O) and ∆ the divisors onE and E 2 deﬁned
by the origin and diagonal,

∗
∆.) From this point of
respectively, we can take D = L i πi∗ ((O)) − {i,j} πij
view, the assertion that this height is always positive is (more or less) the assertion
that D is eﬀective, i.e., that there is a meromorphic function f on E L such that
D + (f ) ≥ 0. It can be veriﬁed that, with appropriate choices, this function can be
taken to be the function f discussed above.
One can push this further to an almost word-for-word translation from one
method to another. On the other hand, when t < 1, the proof of Theorem 3.8
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begins to use, in an essential way, the geometry of elliptic curves—one may say:
the geometry of curves of non-zero genus—and the translation fails. This is hardly
surprising, as the Bombieri-Pila bounds are often tight for rational curves.
Deﬁnition 1. We deﬁne
(3.34)

α(x) = min(xt + β(t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1)

for x ≥ 0, where β is as in (3.29). We set α(∞) = β(0).
Corollary 3.9. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld K. Let S be a
ﬁnite set of places of K, including all inﬁnite places and all primes dividing the
discriminant of E. Let R ≥ max(1, rankZ E(Q)). Then, for every h0 ≥ 1, the
number of S-integer points of E(K) of canonical height up to h0 is at most


h0 [K:Q]
(3.35)
O,[K:Q] C s −2(s+[K:Q]) s[K:Q] (1 + log h0 )2 eR·α( R )+R
for every suﬃciently small , where s is #S and C is an absolute constant.
Proof. The statement is simply that of Theorem 3.8 with t optimized.



Remark. Let S to be the set of all inﬁnite places and all primes of bad reduction,
and assume, for simplicity, that K = Q. Assume that h0 > c max(log ∆, h(j)) for
some constant c. Then the main contribution to (3.35) is given by
eR·α(h0 /R) .
Since β  (1) = 0, the minimum of xt + β(t) is attained to the left of t = 1. Since
h0 > c log ∆  R, we actually have α(h0 /R) < (1 − δ0 )h0 /R for some constant
δ0 > 0 depending only on c. We obtain a bound of the type
(3.36)

#E(K, S)  e(1−δ1 )h0

for any δ1 < δ0 . As remarked after Theorem 3.8, the bound eh0 would be obtained
if we proceeded as in [BP] and [HBR]; thus (3.36) gives an improvement in the
exponent.
3.4. Quantitative consequences of bounds on the height. There is a long
tradition—starting with [Ba]—of eﬀective upper bounds on the height of integral
points on an elliptic curve. It is clear that any such bound yields a quantitative
result, i.e., an eﬀective upper bound on the number of integral points.
We will see how upper bounds on heights can be combined with pure quasiorthogonality so as to show that #E(K, S) is essentially bounded by a power of
the discriminant ∆ of E. There are already bounds of a comparable quality in the
literature; in particular, [ES] can be used to bound #E(Q, {∞}) by a power of ∆.
What we have here is simply an improvement in the exponent. In the next section,
we will be in a situation in which exponents are crucial; we will also be able to take
advantage of complex multiplication to reduce our exponents further.
We note that for our purposes it is very important that the available bounds for
integral points have the property that they bound the canonical height by a power
(or at least a sub-exponential function) of the coeﬃcients of the elliptic curve. In
our context we will use a very strong bound due to Hajdu and Herendi [HjHr].
In what follows we take K = Q for simplicity.
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Proposition 3.10. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q deﬁned by a Weierstrass
equation of the form y 2 = x3 + ax + b, where a, b ∈ Z. Let S be a ﬁnite set of places
of Q, including the inﬁnite place. Then, for any P ∈ E(Q, S),
ĥ(P ) ≤ c1 pc2 (1 + log p)c3 (s+1) (s + 1)c4 (s+1) |∆|c5 log HE ,
where s = #S, p is the largest prime in S (set p = 1 if S = ∞), ∆ is the discriminant of E, HE = max(|a|, |b|), and c1 , c2 , . . . , c5 are explicit absolute constants.
Proof. See [HjHr, Theorem 2]. See [Sil3] for bounds on |ĥ(P ) − 12 h(x(P ))|.



Corollary 3.11. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q deﬁned by a Weierstrass equation with integer coeﬃcients. Let S be a ﬁnite set of places of Q, including ∞ and
all primes dividing the discriminant of E. Then the number of S-integer points on
E(Q) is at most


O C s −2(s+1) (log |∆| + log p)2 e(β(0)+)r
for every suﬃciently small , where r is the rank of E(Q) as a Z-lattice, s is #S,
C is an absolute constant, p is the largest prime in S, ∆ is the discriminant of E,
and β(t) is as in (3.29). Numerically, β(0) = 0.2782 . . . .
Proof. We may, without loss of generality, assume that E is given by y 2 = x3 +ax+b
with a, b ∈ Z. (Indeed, we may make a linear substitution of variables transforming
E to this form, carrying integer points to integer points and increasing log |∆| by at
most an absolutely bounded amount.) The result is then immediate from Theorem
3.8 and Proposition 3.10. (Note that log log HE  log |∆|, by Proposition 3.10

itself applied to y 2 = x3 − 27∆.)
Corollary 3.12. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q deﬁned by a Weierstrass equation with integer coeﬃcients. Then the number of integer points on E(Q) is at
most


β(0)
O |∆| 2 log 2 + ,
for every suﬃciently small , where ∆ is the discriminant of E and β(t) is as in
(3.29). Numerically, 2β(0)
log 2 = 0.20070 . . . .
Proof. We can take E to be given by an equation of the form y 2 = x3 + ax + b,
a, b ∈ Z. Let 0 be suﬃciently small. By Corollary 3.11, we obtain a bound of


−2(ω(∆)+1)
log(|∆|)2 e(β(0)+0 )r ,
O0 |∆|0 0
where r is the rank of E(K). Let K be the cubic ﬁeld generated by a root of
x3 + ax + b = 0. Then r ≤ log2 h2 (K) + o(log |∆|) by [BK, Proposition 7.1]. (If
x3 + ax + b is not irreducible, a stronger bound follows by [Ma, Proposition 9.8(b)].)
Since the discriminant of K divides ∆, we see that h2 (K) ≤ h(K)  ∆1/2+0 .
−2(ω(∆)+1)
Finally, 2(ω(∆) + 1) < 0 log |∆| for |∆| large enough, and thus 0
<

|∆|| log 0 |0 . We set 0 small enough in terms of , and we are done.
Remark. Corollary 3.12 improves on the bound O (|∆|1/2+ ) proven by W. Schmidt
([Schm, Theorem 1]) on the basis of the results in [ES]. The exponent 1/2 arises
from the trivial bound h2 (L) ≤ h(L)  ∆1/2+ , where L is a cubic ﬁeld over Q of
discriminant ∆.
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One of our main tasks in the following section will be to do better than Corollary
3.12 in the case of Mordell equations. We have not been√able to improve on h2 (L) 
∆1/2+ , but, as we will see, we can improve on h3 (Q( D))  D1/2+ . Note that
Corollary 3.12 would already be enough to break current bounds on the number of
elliptic curves of given conductor (cf. Theorem 4.5).
4. Elliptic curves and 3-torsion
Throughout this section, let D be a nonzero integer. We denote by ED the
elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + D. Suppose, for simplicity, that D is negative; as we will
see, we can assume √
as much by Scholz’s reﬂection principle. We may bound the
class number h3 (Q( D)) from above by the number of integer points on EDδ2 ,
1 ≤ δ  |D|1/4 . We then apply Corollary 3.9 to bound the number of integer
points in terms of the rank of EDδ2 . Since EDδ2 has complex multiplication,
√ one
of
h
(Q(
D)).
may do a CM-descent and thereby bound the rank of EDδ2 in terms
3
√
We thus establish a feedback that, once started, lowers h3 (Q( D)) to an equilibrium point. Note that Theorem 3.8 with t = 0 (or t = 1) would be insuﬃcient
to start the loop; only a mixed bound will do where a pure bound will not.
The problem of counting elliptic curves of given conductor also reduces to counting points on curves of the form EDδ2 . Again, their
√ rank may be bounded by means
of a CM-descent, and the new bounds on h3 (Q( D)) can thus be applied.
4.1. Bounds for 3-torsion and cubic ﬁelds of ﬁxed discriminant.
Lemma 4.1. The rank of ED (Q) satisﬁes

√
rankZ ED (Q) ≤ A + Bω(D) + 2 log3 h3 (Q( D))

for some absolute constants A, B.
Proof. See, e.g., [Fo, Proposition 2].



Theorem 4.2. Let D be a positive integer. Suppose −D is a fundamental discriminant. Then, for every  > 0,
√
√
(4.1)
h3 (Q( −D))  Dλ+ , h3 (Q( 3D))  Dλ+ ,
where λ is the unique real solution in the range λ ∈ (0.4, 0.5) to the equation


log(3)
2λ
α
(4.2)
λ = 1/4 +
.
log(3)
8λ
Numerically, λ = 0.44178...

√
Proof. Let ι be an embedding of Q( −D) into C. Let a be an ideal of OQ(√−D) .
Then ι(a) is a lattice in C of covolume N (a)D1/2 . Minkowski’s theorem (see [Si])
shows that ι(a) contains x ∈ C with |x|  N (a)1/2 D1/4 , the implicit constant
being
√
absolute. This implies that a contains an element α of norm  N (a) D. Then
a−1 · α is an integral ideal in the same ideal class as a−1 but of norm√
 D1/2 .
In particular, any 3-torsion class in the ideal class group of Q( −D) has a
1/2
3
representative
it follows that
√ a that satisﬁes N
√(a)  D . Since a is principal,
3
a = (y + δ −D) where y + δ −D ∈ OQ(√−D) . Thus N (a)3 = y 2 + Dδ 2 . Since
√
√
y + δ −D is an integer in Q( −D), we know that 2y and 2δ are integers.
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Since N (a)  D1/2 , the 3-torsion class represented by a has given us a solution
to
(4.3) (4x)3 = (8y)2 +D(8δ)2 (4x, 8y, 8δ ∈ Z, |x|  D1/2 , |y|  D3/4 , |δ|  D1/4 ).

Conversely, any solution to (4.3)
√ determines a up to  D possibilities. We have
therefore deduced that h3 (Q( −D)) is at most a constant times

(4.4)

D1/4+

max #{(x, y) ∈ E−Dδ2 (Q, {∞}) : |x|  D1/2 , |y|  D3/4 }.

|δ|

D 1/4

y
) gives
The curve E−Dδ2 is a twist of E−1 , and the map (x, y) → ( D1/3xδ2/3 , D1/2
δ
x(P )
1
an isomorphism E−Dδ2 → E−1 over Q. Thus the diﬀerence |ĥ(P ) − 2 h( D1/3 δ2/3 )|
is bounded above by a constant for all P ∈ E(Q); on the other hand

1
1 x(P )3
1
1
h(x(P )D−1/3 δ −2/3 ) = h(
) ≤ max( log |x(P )|, log |Dδ 2 |).
2
2
6
Dδ
2
6
Thus any point P = (x, y) ∈ E−Dδ2 satisfying (4.4) has ĥ(P ) ≤
Let γ =

√
(Q( −D)))
.
lim supD→∞ log(h3log(D)
1/4

and any δ  D
(4.5)

rankZ E

+ O(1).

Lemma 4.1 shows that, for D large enough

,


−Dδ 2

log(D)
4

(Q) ≤ R = log(D)


2γ
+ o(1) .
log(3)

We apply Corollary 3.9 with S = {∞} ∪ {p : p|6Dδ 2 } and h0 = log(D)/4 + O(1),
obtaining
(4.6)

2γ

#{P ∈ E−Dδ2 (Q, S) : ĥ(P ) ≤ h0 }  D log 3 α(

for every  > 0.
By (4.4) and (4.6), we conclude that
(4.7)

γ≤

2γ
1
+
α
4 log 3



log 3
8γ

log(3)
8γ )+


.

One has the a priori bound γ ≤√1/2. We iterate (4.7). Apply Scholz’s reﬂection

principle ([Sch]) to obtain h3 (Q( 3D))  Dλ+ therefrom.
Corollary 4.3. The number of cubic extensions of Q of discriminant D is
O(|D|λ+ ), where λ is as in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2; see [Ha, Satz 7].



Remark.
known bound was the trivial one, namely that
√ The best previously
√
h3 (Q( −D)) ≤ h(Q( −D))  D1/2+ . The conditional results known to the
authors are as follows. S. Wong has shown ([Wo2]) that the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture, together with √
the Riemann hypothesis for the L-functions of elliptic
curves, implies that h3 (Q( −D))  D1/4+ .
√
Let χD be the quadratic Dirichlet character associated
to Q( −D). Then the
√
Riemann hypothesis for L(s, χD ) alone implies h3 (Q( −D))  D1/3+ . We sketch
the proof communicated to us by Soundararajan; see also the remark at the end of
[So].
Assume
√ D ≡ 1 mod 4 for simplicity. Let σ be the Galois automorphism of
K = Q( −D) over Q. Assuming the Riemann hypothesis for L(s, χD ), one sees
that there are  D1/6− primes p with p < D1/6 and χD (p) = 1; equivalently,
there are  D1/6− prime ideals p of OK with N p < D1/6 and N p prime. If
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two such distinct ideals p1 , p2 represented the same class in the quotient group
Cl(OK )/ Cl(OK )[3], then pσ1 p2 would represent a 3-torsion ideal class; in particular,
N (pσ1 p2 )3 would be, as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, an integer of the form x2 +Dy 2 .
Since N (pσ1 p2 )3 < D, this forces y = 0, leading to a contradiction. This shows
that #(Cl(OK )/ Cl(OK )[3])  D1/6− , which gives #(Cl(OK )[3])  D1/3+ as
desired.
4.2. Elliptic curves of given conductor. The following is well known; see, e.g.,
[BS, proof of Theorem 1].
Lemma 4.4. Let S be a set of ﬁnite places of Q. There is a map from the set of all
isomorphism 
classes of elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside S ∪ {2, 3}
to the union C EC (Q, S ∪ {2, 3}) of the sets of (S ∪ {2, 3})-integer points on each
of the curves
(4.8)
where C =

EC : y 2 = x3 + C,


p∈S∪{2,3}

pap , 0 ≤ ap ≤ 5. Each ﬁber has size at most 2#S+3 .


Proof. See [BS, p. 100].
Theorem 4.5. The number of elliptic curves over Q of conductor N is
O (N γ+ )
for every  > 0, where γ =
numerically, γ = 0.22377....

2λ·β(0)
log 3 ,

Proof. Let S = {p : p|N }, M =

β is as in Theorem 3.8 and λ is as in (4.2);


p∈S

p. In view of Lemma 4.4,

#{E/Q : E has good reduction outside of S}  62#S max #EC (Q, S),
C

where the maximum is taken over all C = p∈S∪{2,3} pap , 0 ≤ ap ≤ 5.
By Corollary 3.11, Lemma 4.1, and Theorem 4.2 we obtain
max #EC (Q, S)  N  max erank(EC (Q))·(β(0)+)
C

C
√
 2 log3 (h3 (Q( −N )))(β(0)+)

 N e

 N 2β(0)λ/ log 3+ .

Remark. The above argument shows that, on any Mordell curve E : y 2 = x3 + D,
where D is a rational integer, there are at most O(D0.22377... ) integer points. Notice
the improvement over Corollary 3.12. We are using, of course, the fact that Mordell
curves have complex multiplication.

5. Rational points: Beyond 2/d
The technique here is also applicable to counting rational points on curves of
genus ≥ 1. This will be pursued in more detail in a separate paper; here we content
ourselves with indicating, in an approximate fashion, how one can use the method
of this paper to bound the number of points on a curve of higher genus without
knowing the rank of its Jacobian. Recall that Heath-Brown [HBR] has shown that
if C is (for example) a plane irreducible curve of degree d, then the number of
2/d+
points in C(Q) of naive height ≤ H0 is Od, (H0
); Elkies independently proved
a related bound [El] with a view to algorithmic applications.
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The method of this paper, roughly speaking, recovers the exponent 2/d for curves
of higher genus, provided that we may completely ignore the factors of O(1) that
arise when dealing with Weil height functions. When further simpliﬁcations are
valid, the procedure delivers an exponent lower than 2/d.
Let C be a proper smooth curve of genus ≥ 1 over a number ﬁeld K. To further
simplify matters, let us assume that C has a K-rational point a. The factors of O(1)
that occur in the computations below depend both on C and a. Let ha : C(K) → R
be a Weil height with respect to the divisor (a), and suppose we are interested in
bounds for the number of points P ∈ C(K) with ha (P ) ≤ h0 . Note that here ha
will denote a Weil height “over K”, not an absolute height normalized by a factor
1
[K:Q] (see the diﬀerence between (2.2) and (2.3)). For complete conformity with our
previous notation we should denote it ha,K , but we shall suppress the K subscript
for typographical ease.
Let J be the Jacobian of C. Let ja : C → J be the embedding that sends
P ∈ C to P − a ∈ Pic0 (C), and let Θ be the associated theta-divisor, i.e., ja (C) +
ja (C) + · · · + ja (C), taken g − 1 times. Let ∆ ∈ C × C be the diagonal and
h∆ : C(K) × C(K) → R an associated Weil height.
We denote by ·, ·Θ the inner product on J(K) induced by the canonical height
associated to Θ, which agrees up to O(1) with the Weil height associated to the
symmetric divisor 12 (Θ+[−1]∗ Θ) ∈ Pic(C)⊗Z R. (Cf. [HS, B.5]; the map z → z, zΘ
on J(K) is the map q̂J,Θ in the notation of [HS, Theorem B.5.6].)
We set ||z||2Θ = z, zΘ for z ∈ J(K). Note that for x ∈ C(K)

(5.1)
||ja (x)||2Θ = gha (x) + O( 1 + ha (x))
(this follows from [HS, Theorem B.5.9], since ja∗ Θ is algebraically equivalent to
g · (a); cf. [HS, Theorem A.8.2.1]). By the proof of Mumford’s gap principle (see
[HS, Theorems A.8.2.1 and B.6.5]), one has, for any x, y ∈ C(K),
(5.2)

2ja (x), ja (y)Θ = ha (x) + ha (y) − h∆ (x, y) + O(1).

Now suppose that x, y ∈ C(K) are chosen so that ha (x), ha (y) ≤ h0 . The theory
of local heights ([Se2]) shows that, if x = y ∈ C(K) reduce to the same point
modulo p, any prime ideal of OK , then h∆ (x, y) ≥ log(N p) + O(1). Indeed, the
hypothesis guarantees that (x, y) is p-adically close to the diagonal, which forces
h∆ (x, y) to be large.
For such x, y, (5.2) yields 2ja (x), ja (y)Θ ≤ 2h0 − log(N p) + O(1). Thus, if we
choose p so that log(N p) > 2(1 + )h0 , we have ja (x), ja (y)Θ ≤ −h0 + O(1).
2
2
On the
√ other hand, in view of (5.1), we have max(||ja (x)||Θ , ||ja (y)||Θ ) < gh0 +
O(1 + h0 ). The angle θxy between the points ja (x), ja (y) in (the Mordell-Weil
lattice of) J(K) thus satisﬁes
(5.3)

cos(θxy ) ≤

−h0 + O(1)
√
.
gh0 + O(1 + h0 )

√
Now, for the sake of the exposition, let us ignore the factors O(1) and O( 1 + h0 )
in (5.3). It then follows that, if log(N p) = 2(1 + )h0 , then cos(θxy ) ≤ −/g.
For reasons outlined in the remark following Proposition 3.7, the number of
vectors in RN all of whose mutual angles satisfy cos(θ) ≤ − is bounded by O (1).
It follows that the number of points P ∈ C(K) of height ha (P ) ≤ h0 that reduce to
a ﬁxed point in C(OK /p) is O (1); in particular, the number of points P ∈ C(K)
of height ha (P ) ≤ h0 is  N p = exp(2(1 + )h0 ).
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To recognize the exponent, note that if C is a curve of degree d in a projective
space Pn , then the naive (exponential) height HPn on C satisﬁes log HPn − dha =
√
2/d+
O(1 + ha ). Thus, the number of points P ∈ C(K) with HPn ≤ H0 is  H0
,
recovering Heath-Brown’s result.
Furthermore, one can “perturb” this method by decreasing N p, as was carried
out in the text for integral points on elliptic curves; a small enough perturbation
improves the exponent 2/d. This has been carried out in [EV], which incorporates
also some diﬀerent ideas stemming from the work of Heath-Brown [HBR].
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